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ABSTRACT
A combined experimental and computational study has been

performed to investigate the detailed distribution of convective heat

transfer coefficients on the first stage blade tip surface for a geometry

typical of large power generation turbines (>100MW). This paper is

concerned with the design and execution of the experimental portion

of the study, which represents the first reported investigation to obtain

nearly full surface information on heat transfer coefficients within an

environment which develops an appropriate pressure distribution

about an airtbil blade tip and shroud model. A stationary blade

cascade experiment has been run consisting of three airtbils, the center

airlbil having a variable tip gap clearance. The airfoil models the

aerodynamic tip section of a high pressure turbine blade with inlet

Mach number of 0.30, exit Mach number ol 0.75, pressure ratio of

1.45, exit Reynolds number based on axial chord of 2.57.10 _', and total

turning of about 110 degrees. A hue detection based liquid crystal

method is used to obtain the detailed heat transfer coefficient

distribution on the blade tip surface for flat, smooth tip surfaces with

both sharp and rounded edges. The cascade inlet turbulence intensity
level took on values of either 5% or 9%. The cascade also models the

casing recess in the shroud surface ahead of the blade. Experimental

results are shown lbr the pressure distribution measurements on the

airfoil near the tip gap, on the blade tip surface, and on the opposite

shroud surface. Tip surface heat transfer coefficient distributions are

shown for sharp-edge and rounded-edge tip geometries at each of the

inlet turbulence intensity levels.

NOMENCLATURE

C Tip gap clearance (mm)
h Convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2/K)

k Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)

LE

Nu

P/S

Q.'./I
Re

S/S

TE

T, irbrier

Tu

Airfoil leading edge designation

Nusselt number, hC/k,i,.
Pressure side of airfoil (concave side)

Tip surface applied heat flux (W)

Cascade Reynolds number based on airlbil

axial chord length and exit conditions

Suction side of airloil (convex side)

Airfoil trailing edge designation

Cascade inlet total air temperature ( C )

Mylar surface temperature ( C )

Approach freestream turbulence intensity

INTRODUCTION
The design of high efficiency, highly cooled gas turbines is

achieved through the orchestrated combination of aerodynamics, heat

transfer, mechanical strength and durability, and material capabilities

into a balanced operating unit. While decades of research have been

dedicated to the study and development of efficient aerodynamics and

cooling techniques for turbine airfoils, there remain regions which

retain a somewhat more uncertain design aspect requiring more

frequent inspection and repair. One such region particular to high-

pressure turbines is the blade tip area. Blade tips are comprised of
extended surfaces at the furthest radial position of the blade, which are

exposed to hot gases on all sides, typically difficult to cool. and

subjected to the potential for wear or even hard rubs against the

shroud. It has long been recognized that the effectiveness of the blade

tip design and subsequent tip leakage flows is a major contributor to

the aerodynamic efficiency of turbines, or the lack thereof. The

derivative of turbine efficiency with blade tip clearance can be

significant, signaling a strong desire on the part of the designers to

improve efficiency by decreasing tip-to-shroud operating clearances,

or by implementing more effective tip leakage sealing mechanisms.
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Thereare several blade tip designs in current use within the industry

which emphasize various aspects of the total problem. Generally.

these designs include fiat unshrouded blade tips which use well

controlled internal cooling to assure thermal stability, unshrouded tips

with various forms of squealer rims to reduce hot gas leakage while

providing protection against shroud rubs. and shrouded blade tips

(attached shrouds) which seek to establish high aerodynamic

efficiency but with a penalty on blade stresses. High performance

versions of these blade tip designs usually also utilize some amount of

film cooling to reduce regional heat loads.

No matter the design choice selected for any particular turbine

blade tip, a detailed knowledge of the flow field and tip heat transfer is

required to achieve the proper balance of elements for efficiency with

durability. The flow in and around turbine blade tips has been under

investigation much longer than the heat transfer aspects, spurred by

the great impact on efficiency for both turbines and compressors. An

carly work of Lakshminarayana (1970) developed predictive models

for stage efficiency and compared these to existing data for several

classes Of turbomachinery. A comprehensive study by Booth et al.
(1982) and Wadia and Booth (I 982) measured overall and local blade

tip losses for many configurations of tip geometries, and developed

predictive methods based on discharge coefficients. Later work of

Moore et al. (1989) examined flat tip region flows from laminar to

transonic conditions and compared their predictions with available

experimental data. More recently, detailed measurements of velocity

and pressure fields have been obtained within an idealized tip gap by

Sjolander and Cao (1995). The eft'eels of tip clearance, tip geometry,

and multiple stages on turbine stage efficiency have lately been

quantified by Kaiser and Bindon (1997) within a rotating turbine rig

environment. Many other works, too numerous to list here, have

studied the effects of tip clearances in axial turbines with the primary

emphasis on total leakage and efficiency loss prediction.

Heat transfer on turbine blade tips has been a subject of

consistent research over the past fifteen years more or less. Even

earlier research dealing with flow and heat transfer over cavities, such

as Seban (1965), relates to certain cases of turbine blade tips. Work

directly aimed at blade tip heat transfer began with the study of Mayle

and Metzger (1982)in which tip average heat transfer coefficients

were measured for nominally flat tip models with various flow

Reynolds number and rotational speeds. For the parameter ranges

tested, they found that the average tip heat transfer was only a weak

function of the rotational speed: ie. the average heat transfer was

mainly determined by the pressure driven flow through the tip gap. A

subsequent study of Metzger et al. _1989) examined the local details of

tip heat transfer coefficients for both flat and grooved, stationary

rectangular lip models as a function of geometry and Reynolds

number, based upon the previous finding that the overall tip driving

pressure potential controls the heat transfer. Chyu et al. (1989) then

carried this study one step further by introducing a moving shroud

surface over the rectangular cavity. Here again it was determined that

the relative motion had a minor influence on the average tip heat

transfer, though some local effects were observed. Very limited

experimental data have been reported in either stationary or rotating

cascade environments. Yang and Diller (1995) modeled a turbine

blade tip with recessed cavity in a stationary linear cascade, and

deduced a local heat transfer coefficient fiom a heat flux gage placed

within the cavity at midchord. Metzger et al. (1991) measured several

local tip heat fluxes, primarily in the blade forward region, on the flat

tips within a rotating turbine rig at two differing tip clearances. No

definitive conclusions were drawn from either of these rig studies.

Additional heat transfer experimental studies have focused on

other aspects of blade tips which are equally important to the design o1"

turbines. Metzger and Rued (1989) and Rued and Metzger (1989)

performed fundamental studies showing both the flow field and heat

transfer characteristics of the blade pressure side sink flow region as

leakage enters the tip gap, and the blade suction side source flow

region as leakage exits the tip gap, respectively. The effects of film

injection on blade tip local heat transfer and film effectiveness

distributions using idealized rectangular models is summarized in Kim

et al. (1995). Other aspects of turbines which effect blade tip heat

transfer include unsteadiness from upstream wakes and secondary

flows, injection of coolant sources from the stationary shroud and

casing, surface roughness, radial gas temperature profiles and

migration, oxidation, and erosion, all of which can have weak or

strong influence, but none of which has been investigated in the open
literature on heat transfer.

Numerical investigations are playing an increasing important role

in the study and design of turbine blade tips for both flow and heat

transfer considerations. An earlier work of Chyu et al. (1987) used a

two-dimensional finite difference solver to predict the flow and heat

transfer in rectangular grooves m_xteling blade tips, with and without

the effects of rotation. More recently, three-dimensional CFD

analyses have been performed by Ameri and Steinthorsson (1995,

1996) and Ameri et al. (1997, 1998) showing the predicted effects of

tip clearance, tip geometry, and shroud casing for several blade tip

designs. While the details of such CFD analyses are astounding, there

is still very little validation data available for comparison.

The present study was undertaken in two parallel paths: Part I

examines the experimental pressure and heat transfer distributions on a

stationary blade tip cascade model, while Part 2 compares this data to

CFD predictions performed on the same geometry (Ameri and Bunker,

1999). This is the first such study to compare detailed blade tip heat

transfer distributions to CFD predictions in the same geometry. The

blade tip cascade chosen for this study represents a modern first stage

blade of a land-based power turbine. The blade tip geometry is that of

a flat tip with a recessed shroud casing and a nominal tip clearance of

approximately I% of the blade height. Tip surface heat transfer is

presented for sharp-edge and radius-edge tips, three clearances, and

two freestream approach turbulence levels. Pressure distributions are

presented for the blade tip and near-tip surfaces, as well as the shroud

surface.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, TEST MODELS, AND

TEST METHODOLOGY

The experimental facility used in the present study is a cold-flow.

steady-state blade cascade comprised of three airloils and two airfoil

flow passages. The cascade is stationary. Figure 1 shows the overall

layout of the facility and cascade test section. The test rig is led with

compressed air from dedicated in-house compressors. Preceding the

blade cascade is a llow preparation vessel of 5 l-cm internal diameter.

which contains a front end splash plate to distribute the flow within

the vessel and a short section of duct (25 cm length) of the same cross

section as the cascade. The vessel also contains a rupture disk for

safely against over-pressure. The cascade inlet dimensions are 18.94

cm width by 10.16 em height (span). The cascade test section is

bolted to and sealed against the blind flange face of the vessel. A
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turbulencegeneratinggridis placedat thisjuncture,whichis
composedof 6.35-mmwidesquarebarswith12.7-mmopenings
betweenbars.HotfilmanemometrymeasurementsusingaTSIIFA-
100unitshowthatthefreestreamturbulenceintensitylevelatthe
cascadebladeleadingedgeplaneis 5%forthemainstreamflow'
direction:theturbulencelengthscalewasnotmeasured.Afterflowing
throughthecascade,airexitsintoanexhaustductoflargerareaand
thentoanexteriorbuildingvent.

Thecascadeproperisconstructedofaluminumwallsandairfoils,
withtheexceptionoftheshroudcoverplatewhichis5.08-cmthick
acrylic.Theflowchannelaheadofthebladescontainsasplitterplate
whichextendsfromtheturbulencegridtowithin12.7mmof the
leadingedgeofthecenterairfoil,adistanceofabout35.5cm.The
splitterplatedividesthechannelintoequalhalvesforthepurposeof
guaranteeingequalflowtoeachbladecascadepassage.Withoutthis
device,a substantiallygreaterpercentageof thetotalflowwould
proceedthroughtheshorterflowpassageduetolessresistanceinthat
overallpath.Pressuretraversesmadeineachof thetwochannels
aheadofthebladesverifiedthe50/50flowsplit.Thesemeasurements
alsoshowedthat typicalturbulentflow profilesarepresent
downstreamoftheturbulencegrid.Thesplitterplateis9.53mmwide
andextendsovertheentirespan.Theupstreamendoftheplateis
roundedtominimizeflowdisturbance,andthedownstreamendis
taperedtoathicknessof3.18mmandrounded.It isrealizedthatthis
splitterplatewillpresentsomedisturbancetotheflowfieldatthevery
leadingedgeoftheblade,aswellastheleadingedgeofthebladetip
gap.TheCFDanalysesofPart2ofthisstudyareusedtoshowthe
effectof thissplitterplateontip flowandheattransfer,thereby
providingthenecessaryaidtointerpretationofthepresentdata.Also
placedupstreamof thebladesareoptionalturbulencebarsforuse
whenahigherturbulenceintensityisdesired.Wheninusethereare
four1.27-cmdiameterroundbarsplacedspanwiseineachchannelata

distanceof 10.2cmaheadofthebladeleadingedgeplane.Inthis
configuration,hotfilmmeasurementsshowaturbulenceintensityof
9%atthebladeleadingedgeplane.

Cascadeinstrumentationwhichiscommontoallofthepresent
testsincludesaninletairthermocoupleplacedmidwaybetweenthe
inletflangeandblades,atotalpressurewedgeprobeattheblade
leadingedgeplanemidwaybetweentwoblades,andbladeinletand
exitendwallstaticpressuretapsalongeachpassagecenterlineinthe
walloppositetheshroud.Thetotalflowforthecascadeismeasured
byanASME-standardorificestationplacedintheairsupplypipelines
aheadof thetestrig. Thenominaloperatingconditionsfor this
cascadeareaninlettotalpressureof160kPa,anexitstaticpressureof
110.3kPa.givinganoverallbladepressureratioof t.45whennotip
gapispresent(C=0).Whiletheinletflowandtotalpressuretoeach
ofthetwocascadepassagesisequal,theexitconditionsarenotquite
periodic.Thisisduetothedifferingexitlengthsandtheinteractions
withboundaries.WhenC = 0. the upper passage (concave side of the

center airfoil) has a pressure ratio of 1.47. while the lower passage is

1.43, based upon exit static pressures measured in the endwall at the

blade root. For the average tip clearance tested, C = 2.03 mm. the

passages each have lower individual pressure ratios of 1.41 and 1.33,

foe upper and lower passages respectively. This change is due to the

leakage of air over the tip tYom upper to lower passage, and the

existence of a flow gap over the airlkail trailing edge base.

Experimentally this is not a problem, as long as the blade tip pressures

arc known and are representative of a typical pressure distribution

driving the tip leakage. The nominal total flow rate for the cascade

section is 3.4 kg/sec, and the typical inlet air total temperature is 22 C.

The inlet air velocity approaching the blades is 101 m/s and the

corresponding Mach number is 0.30.

Exhaust
Duct

Com0r lL
Air W

51-cm diameter
Vessel

Splash
Plate

Test Section

Figure 1. Blade Tip Cascade Facility
cascade) and represent the tip section of an aerodynamic blade

The definition of the airfoil placement is depicted in Figure 2. design. The inlet flow angle to the test airfoil is 44.9 degrees and the

The airfoils are constant cross section for the entire span (linear exit angle is 65.75 degrees, giving a total turning of 110.65 degrees.
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Thebladeleadingedgepitchis13.37cm.Theaxialchordlengthof
thebladeis12.45cm.Thethroatdiameteratthepointofminimum
distancebetweentwobladesis5.19cm.whichwithaspanof 10.16
cmgivesathroataspectratioofabout2.Thecenterairfoilisthetest
airfoilandassuchisdesignedtoallowvariableinsertiondepthsinto
thecascadetochangethetipgapclearancebeneaththeacrylicshroud
cover.Figure2alsoshowstheshroudsurfacerelativetotheairfoils.
Theshroudcontainsa2mmstepplaced3.43cmaheadoftheblade
leadingedgeplane,whichmodelsa similarfeaturefoundin the
turbineshroud.Additionally,aboundarylayertripisplacedonthe
shroudwall1.27cmaheadofthesteptoensureafreshboundary
layerapproachesthebladetipandshroudflowregion.

Thetipclearancesusedin thepresentstudyvaryfrom1.27to
2.79mmandamconstantovertheentirebladetip. Onlythecenter
airfoilcontainsthistipclearancetoallowleakageflowfromthe

i_ 3.43 cm Shroud! I

2ram I "" I
LE TE

I
13.37 cm

1
5.19 cm

Figure 2. Airfoil and Shroud Definition
pressure side to the suction side of the airfoil. An Aluminum test

airfoil having pressure taps around the entire perimeter of the airfoil,

was first placed in the center location of the cascade. Surface holes

of 0.5 mm diameter were located 3.2 mm down from the blade tip to

measure the near-tip airfoil pressure distribution without a tip

clearance, and also with a clearance of 2.03 mm. These two pressure

distributions are shown together in Figure 3, where the airfoil local

surface axial positions have been normalized by the axial chord

length. These distributions show the effect of the gap leakage in

modifying the pressure field which ultimately drives the local leakage

strengths and the resulting heat transfer. With the tip gap present, the

Mach distribution is shifted "'toward" the aft portion of the airfoil,

which is consistent with expected leakage paths and strengths. At the

tip section then, the exit Mach number for the test airfoil is 0.75. The

corresponding airfoil Reynolds number is 2.57,10 _', based upon axial

chord length and exit flow conditions. A separate blade having

pressure measurement taps located on the tip surface, as well as a

shroud plate with pressure taps opposite the blade tip surface, were

used to obtain pressure field surveys within the tip gap. These
surfaces and distributions will be shown in a later section of this

paper.

For blade tip heat transfer testing, another central blade model

was fabricated with specific features. Figure 4 shows the basic
construction of this model. The lower half of the blade is made of

Aluminum for structural rigidity against the aerodynamic forces

present during tests. This lower blade section is affixed to the bottom

endwall: shims allow adjustment of the tip clearance. The upper half

of the blade model is fabricated mainly of acrylic for good insulation

against heat losses. The tip itself is comprised of a 6.35-mm thick tip

cap made of G7 (an insulating material), which is fit

2.00 ............................................................................................................................................. ,

1.75

_- 1 • • • A• A•j
u •,,= _ •
m

_, 1.25 _ • •
m,

'_ 1.00_

!
0.75 '}

050

0.00 1.00

• Near-Tip, No Gap

• Near-T!p! With G_

I

0,20 0,40 0.60 0.80

Normalized A/troll Axial Distance

Figure 3. Airfoil Near-Tip Pressure Distributions

into a recess within the acrylic and sealed around all edges of the

recess shell. The width of the remaining edge of acrylic outside the

G7 is 3.18 mm. The aft-most portion of the narrow trailing edge tip

surface which does not contain the recess is about 19 mm in length.

Between the G7 cap and the body of the acrylic blade is an air gap of

6.35 mm depth• This air gap serves as insulation, as well as giving

access for the placement of monitoring thermocouples on the

underside of the G7, which are routed out through a hole in the blade
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root.Twosuchtipmodelsweremadeforthisstudy,onewithsharp
tipedges(showninfigure),andtheotherwithroundededgesof2.54
mmradius.Theextentofthetipcapisthesameforeachofthese
models.

Thetopsurfaceof theG7iscoveredbyanetchedthin-foil
heaterencasedinKapton,whichwascustommanufacturedin the
shapeofthebladecrosssection.Theheateristhencoveredbya0.05
mmthicklayerofcoppertoassistinspreadingtheheatsourcefrom
theetchedfoilcircuittoformauniformheatfluxcondition.The
copperlayeriscoveredwithasheetofliquidcrystals.Theliquid
crystalsusedinthisstudyarewideband40to45Ccrystalsmadeby
Hallcrest(R40C5W).Theliquidcrystalsarelocatedbeneatha0.127
mmthickMylarencapsulationlayer.ThisMylarlayerisconstantin
thickness,withathermalconductivityof0.145W/m/K.

G7 Tip Cap Insert

////"}"a" 7//j
Aluminum Blade

Figure 4. Heat Transfer Blade Tip Construction

The temperature drop across the Mylar layer is accounted for in

determining the tip surface temperature seen by the flow. All tests

were run by maintaining a steady mainstream flow at the noted

Reynolds number, and varying the heater power to allow various

regions of the liquid crystals to display color as viewed through the

clear shroud wall. The typical heater input power ranged from 40 to

150 W over a total surface area of 46.5 cm 2 for the sharp-edge tip, or

33.7 cm 2 for the radius-edge tip. Note that in all tests performed,

only the tip cap portion of the cascade received a surface heat flux,

all other surfaces remained unheated. In this respect, the cascade

operates differently from an actual turbine in that the cascade blade

tip does not attain the same heat flux direction or wall-to-gas

temperature ratios as a turbine blade tip, hence additional

adjustments must be made to apply such data to turbine conditions.

Such adjustments must also be made to account for the reality of

work extraction in a rotating turbine. All cascade model surfaces

were smooth.

The general hue intensity method as described by Hollingsworth

el al. (1989) and Farina and Moffat (1994) was used to deduce

temperature from the liquid crystal responses. A separate calibration

test stand was utilized lk3r each sheet of liquid crystals as applied to

the tip models, to determine the hue-temperature calibration curves.

Liquid crystal calibrations followed the illuminant invariant method

ol+ Farina et al. (1994). Each blade tip heat transfer contour plot

shown in this study is the result of some six or seven images obtained

with differing heat fluxes which are combined together. The

agreement in data within the overlapping regions of individual

images is always found to be excellent.

The primary heat loss present during operation of the cascade

amounts to the energy which is not going into the air, but rather is

lost via conduction into the blade model and eventual convection into

the air of the blade passage flows. This loss was estimated by

running the cascade at nominal flow with a zero clearance gap. The

tip was pushed up against the shroud with a small amount of

perimeter sealing to avoid tip flow leakage and thermal conduction

into the shroud. The heater power was adjusted until the liquid

crystal layer and the several underside monitoring thermocouples

gave the same temperature reading. The heat loss determined in this

manner was 4% of the average total heater power. Heat transfer data
shown accounts for this loss. Thermal radiation loss is estimated to

be less than 1% of the total power for all conditions and is considered

negligible.
The definition of the local heat transfer coefficient in this study

is

h = Q.,,m / (T.,,,-f,,,,_- T,,i. i,,m)

where Q,,a/is the input heater power per unit area. and T,,,rt,,,, is the

liquid crystal indicated temperature adjusted for the Mylar layer. In

the present results, T,i,. i,,t,,, is the total cascade inlet air temperature.

The experimental uncertainty in local heat transfer coefficient defined
in this manner is estimated to be +8% or better using the methods of

Kline and McClintock (1953). The controlling factor in the

uncertainty is the driving temperature potential between the total air

temperature and the local tip surface temperature of the Mylar. In all
cases, a minimum value of 14 C was maintained tk_r this temperature

difference.

TIP AND SHROUD PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
In addition to the static pressure measurements obtained on the

airfoil pressure and suction side surfaces, pressure measurements
were also made on both the shroud surface opposite the blade tip and

on the blade tip surface. A separate acrylic shroud cover was
fabricated with over 100 holes located above the central blade tip

region. All of the pressure holes were 1.59 mm diameter holes

machined into the acrylic, with short length 0.51 mm diameter

through-holes to the flow path surface. A 48-channel automated

Scanivalve system was used to record the pressures for various

NASA/TM--1999-209152 5



groupsof measurement locations. On this shroud surface, one set of

pressure holes was located around the airlbil tip perimeter and 2.54

mm outside the tip edge, while a second set of holes was located 2.54

mm inside the tip edge. Other pressure holes were placed over the

interior region above the tip. Figure 5 shows the shroud pressure

distribution, in the lbrm of pressure ratios for consistency, over the

sharp-edge blade tip model with a clearance of 2.03 mm. The inset

figure shows the locations of the pressure holes relative to the tip.

The "'outer" pressure side {P/S) and suction side (S/S) data represent

the measurements just prior to flow entry into the gap or just after

exit from the gap, respectively. Likewise, the "'inner" data represent

measurements just inside the tip edges. The "'mean camber" data are

located above the blade mean chord line. As the data show, there is

little difference in pressures over the forward 30% of the airfoil, but

over the remaining portion there is a large pressure drop associated

with the pressure side entry into the gap clearance. Some recovery is

observed as the mean camber line is reached, and a bit more as the

suction side exit is approached. The final difference in pressure

ratios from the pressure side outer to the suction side outer locations

is nearly the same as that shown for the near-tip, with gap, airfoil

measurements of Figure 3. The same measurements were made for

the blade tip model with perimeter radius edge, leading to very
similar results.

2.5

2.4
P
= 2.3

2,2
o. 2.1

_ 2
_ 1.9

8 1.a
_ 1.7

_ 1.6

1.5
• 1.4
a. 1.3m
m

1.2
I--

1.1

1

+ Inner P/S "_ .'_.
---,--- Outer S/S "_,_
---D-- Inner S/S "_
-- =- - Mean Camber ",kt_

, I i

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Normalized Airfoil Axial Distance

Figure 5. Shroud Surface Pressure Distribution with

Sharp-Edge Blade Tip and 2.03 mm Clearance

For the blade tip surface pressure measurements a separate

Aluminum tip model was made with similar pressure holes arrayed in

the tip surlace. In this case, a set of holes was placed around the
perimeter and offset 5.08 mm to the interior of the sharp tip edge.

Additional pressure holes were located in the interior region to

measure the mean camber line pressures. Figure 6 shows the

pressure distributions for the sharp-edge tip model for each of three

tip gap clearances. The suction side pressures are for the most part

essentially the same lot each clearance. The pressure side data also

show no effect of clearance over the forward 40% of the tip. The aft

portion of the tip, however, shows an increasing pressure differential

between P/S and S/S as the clearance is increased, and this change is

primarily due to a large decrease in P/S gap inlet pressure. This

decreasing pressure has an associated higher local flow velocity

which will be reflected in the tip heat transfer data shown later. Also

of note, is the downturn in P/S pressure ratios towards the trailing

edge region of the tip. in this region there is less direct P/S to S/S

gap leakage as the passage flow streams come to similar velocities.

-,,,1
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8
-J

,,.n
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O
I--

2

1.9

1.8

1.7
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1.3

1.2

1.1

1

S/S 1.27mm

S/S 2.03mm

S/S 2.79mm
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---n-.- P/S 2.79mm
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---_--- Meantine

I

.-" .D

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Normalized Airfoil Axial Distance

Figure 6. Blade Tip Surface Pressure Distribution with

Sharp-Edge Tip and Variable Clearance

The bulk of direct tip gap leakage is then in the 40 to 90% axial

chord range, though leakage also occurs from forward locations on

the pressure side to midchord locations on the suction side. These tip

surface pressure distributions were also measured for a radius edge

tip having a 2.54 mm radius around the perimeter of the tip. The

effect of this tip edge radius is shown in Figure 7, where the P/S entry

pressure loss is clearly more dependent upon the clearance height. A

distinction in P/S measurements is seen beginning as far forward as

30% axial chord location. The smaller clearances of 1.27 and 2.03

mm show higher P/S pressure ratios than their sharp edge

counterparts, and each of the three P/S distributions peak at differing

locations. The radius appears to have a definite effect in some

redistribution of flow and flow strength into the gap. Little effect is

observed on the S/S pressures.
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Figure 7. Blade Tip Surface Pressure Distribution with

Radius-Edge Tip and Variable Clearance

HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS

Tip surlace heat transfer coefficient contour plots are shown for

both sharp-edge and radius-edge tip models. In the case of the sharp-

edge tip model, the surface heater and liquid crystal layer extend to

very nearly the edge of the blade tip. Data for the far edges of the tip
surface should be considered less reliable since there does exist some

two-dimensional conduction here, as well as slightly less heat flux

uniformity. In the case of the radius-edge tip model, the surface

heater and liquid crystal layer cover less area, being offset to the

interior to allow for the edge radius; ie. the heater does not extend

into the radius. Hence, the extent of data is less for the radius tip

model. Approximate blade profile overlays are provided in the

figures to help in judging these differences. Additionally, regions of

very high heat transfer coefficients tend to be more difficult to

acquire with a single liquid crystal type, since these regions may

require heat fluxes resulting in temperatures thai exceed material

capabilities. Such limitation is most notable in the absence of full

data in the trailing edge regions of some tests.

Figure 8 shows the tip heat transfer coefficient contour map for

the sharp-edge tip model with a nominal tip clearance gap of 2.03

mm and an approach freestream turbulence intensity of 5%. The

distribution of heat transfer coefficient seen here is typical in overall

aspects for every case tested in this study; number labels are provided

for the following description. Most apparent in this distribution is
the development of a low heat transfer region within the thickest

portion of the tip. what one might refer to as the "'sweet spot" (1).

This region emanates from the airfoil pressure side location

associated with the diffusion zone in Figure 3, at about 20 to 30%,

axial chord location (2). The low heat transfer region extends into

the central area of the tip and appears to extend aft and towards the

suction side. This sweet spot is the area of lowest convective

velocity on the tip as seen in the tip pressures of Figure 6. At about

30 to 35% axial chord the P/S and S/S tip pressures are nearly equal.

The tip flow forward of this location proceeds across the leading edge

region from P/S to S/S essentially at right angles to the tip meanline,

producing high heat transfer cuefficients there (3). The tip flow aft of

the P/S diffusion location encounters a large entry region pressure

loss. clearly seen in Figure 6, as it enters the P/S of the gap. This

entry loss is seen in the bending of the heat transfer coefficient

contours near the P/S midchord, creating high local heat transfer

gradients (4). The sweet spot contbrms around this heavy entry loss

area, channeling flow down the mean camber line to the suction side

(5). [t is postulated that there is a separation vortex in this P/S entry

region ot" the midchord, with similar roll up and bending toward the

airfoil trailing edge as seen in Sjolander and Cao (1995). The portion

of the tip suction side from the leading edge around the sweet spot

exhibits increasing heat transfer from the center of the tip outwards

with isopleths of the same shape as the suction side profile. The high

thermal gradients here are a result of the accelerating leakage flow

exiting the tip gap (6). In the trailing edge region of about 50% axial

chord and aft, leakage flow proceeds mostly straight across from P/S

to S/S, except as modified by the entry region separation. Suction

side heat transfer coefficients in the trailing edge are observed to be

increasing with regularity as one proceeds aft, with the isopleths
(lines of constant heat transfer coefficient) aligned at right angles to

the suction side exit (7).

16)_

(s)

Figure 8. Sharp-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients

for 2.03 mm clearance and Tu=5%. (W/m2/K)

Altering the approach ffeestream turbulence intensity level from

5 to 9%, by means of the circular rods installed upstream of the

airfoils results in the tip heat transfer coefficient distribution shown

in Figure 9. The pattern of heat transfer is seen to be the same as that

of Figure 8. The heat transfer magnitude in the central sweet spot is

about 10% greater in this case. Heat transfer in the leading edge

region is altered but little over the Tu=5%: result, however that in the

trailing edge region aft of the sweet spot is as much as 20% higher.

The increase in approach Tu level is not expected to change the

magnitude of tip leakage flow, bul only to adjusl the tip local heat

transfer. [t appears that the increased Tu level has had little effect on

tip heat transfer over the forward 50c_ of the tip, but has a not

insubstantial effect on the high leakage portion of the blade tip.
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Figure 9. Sharp-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients
for 2.03 mm clearance and Tu=-9%. (Wlm2/K)

Using this tip heat transfer result as more representative of a

turbine blade, ie. higher Tu, a portion of the tip heat transfer was

compared to existing literature results. Figure 10 shows the heat
transfer coefficients along a single trajectory starting at about 40%

axial chord on the P/S and ending at about 60% axial chord on the

S/S. This trajectory lollows a line from P/S to S/S within the

midchord region which experiences an entry separation followed by

reattachment and flow to the exit. Recalling that this is a sharp-edge
tip, the result is compared to two cases from the work of Boelter et al.

(1948) as presented in Kays and Crawford (1980), (1) the case of
heat transfer in the entry of a sudden contraction, and (2) the case of

heat transfer with tully developed flow prior to a heated section. For

the blade tip, the hydraulic diameter is taken to be clearance C.

Using the overall driving pressure lot this trajectory from Figure 3,

the resulting Rec is 38,750. The correlation tot fully developed
turbulent channel flow heat transfer, Nu, = 0,023 Re °_ P/4, yields a

developed heat transfer coefficient for this location of 1050 W/m2/K.
This heat transfer level is within 5% of the measured value on the

blade tip where the isopleth begins to level out at a minimum (refer to

the H=1000 isopleth in Figure 9). The present example of data has

insufficient resolution in the entry region to define the heat transfer

within ._C < 1, but the data does lie between the cases (1) & (2) of

Boeher et al. The present geometry can be expected to lie between

these extremes since the entry flow is not strictly normal to the tip

edge, but swept into the gap with a streamwise component of flow.

Also, the tip model has a sudden contraction on only one side. The

exiting region of the tip flow, shows an increase over fully developed

heat transfer due to the modification of acceleration and turning.

This example shows that certain regions of the present blade tip

model do conform to the simple pressure driven heat transfer

behavior demonstrated in previous research such as that of Metzger

et al. (1989). It is interesting to note that Metzger et al. (1989) also

found flat tip heat transfer in their rectangular model geometry to be

lower than that of the sudden contraction entry of Boelter et al. (case
1 ), in tact their result was nearly the same as the present study.

_ Tip Model DataBoelter et al. (1)

....... Boelter et al. (2)

2 / + Metzger et at. (1989)

ff
Z 1.5

Z

0.5 I

0 2 4 6 8 10

Hydraulic Diameters

Figure 10. Comparison of selected tip data with pipe entry

region data of Boelter et sl. (1948) and tip model data of

Metzger et al. (1989).

The second blade tip geometry tested in this study was that with
a simple radius tip edge. A constant radius of 2.54 mm was formed

around the entire perimeter of the blade tip. The purpose of the

radius is to provide some easement to the sharp-edged entry which

the P/S leakage flow sees, as well as providing a better representation

of expected blade tip features in service. Figure 11 shows the radius

edge tip heat transfer coefficient distribution with a clearance gap of

2.03 mm and approach Tu of 5%. Compared to the sharp edge case

of Figure 8. the tip heat transfer is here is about 10% higher in most

regions. This increase might be attributed to the reduced resistance

to tip leakage caused by the radius edge, thereby allowing more total

leakage flow and subsequently higher heat transfer, though the effects

of tip pressure distributions as shown in Figure 7 can be somewhat

subtle in redistributing leakage flows. Figure 12 shows heat transfer

for the same tip with an approach Tu of 9%. Here too, the tip heat

transfer has been increased by 10 to 15% over that of the sharp edge

shown in Figure 9. The relation between radius edge tip heat transfer

at Tu of 5% and 9% is the same as that previously described for the

sharp edge cases, a moderate increase in the sweet spot and a

somewhat higher increase in the midchord and aft regions.

Finally, Figures 13 and 14 show tip heat transfer coefficient

distributions for the radius edge model with altered tip gap clearances

of 1.27 mm and 2.79 mm, respectively, both at Tu of 9%. These

changes to the clearance amount to + 38% of the nominal gap height

of 2.03 mm, or on the basis that nominal clearance is 1% of total

blade height in a typical turbine then this change is + 0.38% of blade

height. Tightening the tip clearance serves to decrease heat transfer

by about 10% due to a reduced tip leakage flow. The sweet spot of

Figure 13 appears to be broader, especially in it's extent into the

midchord region on the suction side of meanline. Increasing the tip

NASAFFM--1999-209152 8



clearance serves to increase tip heat transfer by about the same

amount of l()C_ due to more tip leakage flow.

OO

Figure 14. Radius-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients
for 2.79 mm clearance and Tu=-9%. (Wlm2/K)

Figure 11. Radius-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients
for 2.03 mm clearance and Tu=5%. (W/m2/K)

Figure 12. Radius-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients
for 2.03 mm clearance and Tu=-9%. (W/m2/K)

Figure 13. Radius-edge blade tip heat transfer coefficients
for 1.27 mm clearance and Tu=9%. (W/m2/K)

CONCLUSIONS

The present study has utilized a linear airfoil cascade lor the

express purpose of examining the detailed heal transfer coefficient

distributions on the tip surface of a blade model. This is the first

reported study of this type that obtains nearly lull surface information
on heat transfer coefficients within an environment which develops

an appropriate pressure distribution about an airfoil blade tip and

shroud model. The blade tip model employed is representative of a

typical power turbine, having an airfoil Reynolds number of 2.57o106

and an overall pressure ratio of 1.45. The major findings or" this

study may be summarized as follows:

* In this stationary cascade model, the pressures measured on the

airfoil in the near-tip region form a good basis for determining

the overall pressure driven tip leakage flows. Details of the

pressure field on the tip surface are required to fully explain the

heat transfer results, even for the simple case of a flat blade tip.

. Shroud pressure measurements agree well with the tip surface

pressures in this setting, showing much the same local

characteristics.

• Tip entry flow for the sharp edge case exhibits differing

character at various positions along the pressure side, with a

marked high entry loss region in the midchord-to-aft region.

Addition of a small tip edge radius serves to redistribute this

entry effect and lead to greater leakage al nominal clearance (as

deduced from higher tip heat transfer levels).

• The present tip geometry and flow field demonstrate a
characteristic central sweet spot of low heat transfer which

extends into the midchord region and toward the suction side. A

pressure side entry separation vortex aft of the sweet spot creates

a significant enhancement to heat transfer all of the sweet spot.

Large heat transfer coefficient gradients are observed at outlying

suction side peripheral areas in the forward half of the airfoil tip.

• An increase in the approach freestream turbulence intensity level

from 5 to 9% raises the overall tip heat transfer by about 10c_,

moreso in the aft portion of the tip (-20%) and less in the

forward areas (-0%).

. The addition of a small edge radius to the tip perimeter causes

the tip heat transfer to increase by about 10% in most areas,

presumably due to higher allowed tip leakage flow.

NASA/TM--1999-209152 9



• Decreasingthe tip clearance C by 38% of the nominal value
results in a decrease of some 10% in heat transfer, while an

equivalent increase in tip clearance results in a 10% increase in
heat transfer.

• Certain regions of the present tip model appear to conform to a

simple pressure driven heat transfer behavior similar to that of

entry flow into a sudden contraction, but with significant local
modifications due to the 3D nature of the flow.

For all of the cases studied here, the blade tip heat transfer

coefficient distributions show similar features. The variety of

regional effects though points to a very three-dimensional problem

even fi_r this stationary case. The data obtained under these

simplified conditions is used for comparison to 3D CFD predictions

of the flow and heat transfer in the blade tip region, which is the

subject of Part 2 of this study
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